Nisa Silver Star Nations
Silver Star Nations is totally dedicated to the sweatlodge. To the unbounded space in
the dark and the sound of the drums, calling back. She considers the ceremony as
a reinstatement of Original Being, getting rid of all the nonsense, and reconnecting
again with beauty, strength, awakeness, and the wordless knowing in everything, as
well as in us. We are fortunate to be given ceremony and to pass it on further, and to
be a part of the changing of times.
In every ceremony new seeds are planted for a world in harmony and beauty, the way
it originally was. For freedom, and for a wild beauty.
-----------------------------Koen Silver Wolf Drum
Silver Wolf Drum is healer and ceremonial leader. He is passionate to open up
boundaries and seek the unmeasurable.
"We are all creatures with unlimited possibilities, we only have to open up and
remember our gifts."
He loves drumming, dreams with the wolves, and loves to take people along to see
the openings in existence. He gives healings, sweatlodges, spiritual travels and
trainings, which are all filled with amazingly extraordinary sounds and an intensity in
which the boundaries of the normal are being broken. All to waken up the originality
- that which gives life and sparks.
--------------------------The sweatlodge
The sweatlodge is an ancient ceremony that is to be found in different forms all over
the world. In North America there is the Inipi, in Mexico the Temescal, in Siberia the
Chadir, and the mother of the Finish Sauna, the Savu Sauna is very similar to the
Sweatlodge we know today.
The Sweatlodge comes from a time, where people were still hunters and living in
harmony with the cycle and movements of the earth and the universe. They where
using the Sweatlodge for visions, prayer, healing, understanding and knowledge
about life and beyond all forms.
This knowledge has not been lost and everyone longing for reconnection and
exploration with this deeper layers of his/her existence could find here a source of
unending possibilities.

The Sweatlodge helps clicking in to your original self, in a timeless state, where you
can look into the face of life itself. You can feel how your are being carried in life and
how you're connected with all that exists. From here the realization comes that you
are deeply connected with the earth, the animals, the trees, the stars, and all the
people around you, and from this connected state you can communicate with
everything around you and invite the living knowledge, which is our heritage.
Be Welcome!
© www.zilverlicht.nl
-------------------------------Sacred Drums - 2-day seminar - 22 & 23 Nov 2014 - sa 10.00 - 21.00 ?? and su
10.00 - 17.00
Oheyo Genero!
Be welcome to join us in exploring our drums in a shamanic way.
These 2 days we'll work intensively with the drums. We'll build up understanding in
how to use the drums and how to connect with it on a conscious level.
We'll do initiations, ceremonies and healings with the drum and of course drum a lot.
We will work with ancestors and totems and different other personal medicines, so
we can integrate the drum into our lives.
You will also learn about the practical stuff about drums, their sounds and the effect
of different drumsticks, etc.
After this weekend you will know a lot about using your drum and setting up
ceremonies with it.
This seminar will be guided by Koen Silver Wolf Drum and Nisa Silver Star Nations,
who are master drummers adopted in the Susquehannock Tribe of Florida.

